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### **People of the Philippines vs. Allan Nievera**

**Facts:**

1. **Background:**
– On December 17, 2014, AAA, a 14-year-old girl, was allegedly raped by Allan Nievera in
Valenzuela City, Philippines.
– AAA encountered Nievera on the way to her classmate Rachel’s house. He convinced AAA
to go to his apartment where he kissed her, removed her clothing, and forced her to have
sexual intercourse.

2. **First Incident:**
– Nievera grabbed and hugged AAA, then escorted her into his room, where he undressed
her.
– Nievera forcefully mounted her and penetrated her, despite AAA’s attempts to resist by
saying “ayoko po” and lightly pushing him away.
– Nievera warned AAA not to report the incident and then escorted her to Rachel’s house.

3. **Second Incident:**
– On December 29, 2014, Nievera forced AAA to ride on his motorcycle to Meycauayan,
Bulacan, and raped her again in a hotel room.
– Nievera displayed a gun to intimidate AAA during this second incident.

4. **Revealing the Incident:**
– AAA didn’t initially report the incidents due to fear and embarrassment.
– Eventually, under pressure from her family, she disclosed the events.

5. **Medico-Legal Investigation:**
– AAA was medically examined, and findings indicated a healed hymen laceration consistent
with sexual penetration.

6. **Defense’s Argument:**
– Nievera claimed to have been elsewhere (Marulas, Valenzuela City) during the time of the
alleged rape.
– Presented affidavits from family members and neighbors as alibi.
– Asserted ulterior motives of extortion by AAA’s family.

**Procedural History:**
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1. **Regional Trial Court (RTC) Decision:**
– The RTC found Nievera guilty, sentencing him to reclusion perpetua and ordered payment
of moral, civil, and exemplary damages totaling Php125,000 with 6% interest per annum.

2. **Court of Appeals (CA) Decision:**
– The CA affirmed the RTC’s decision but modified the damages, increasing each category to
Php75,000.

3. **Supreme Court (SC) Appeal:**
– Nievera appealed to the SC, disputing the RTC and CA findings and claiming lack of clear
resistance from AAA and questioning her credibility.

**Issues:**

1. **Was there sufficient evidence proving the occurrence of rape?**
– AAA’s testimony and medico-legal report.

2. **Did the prosecution establish the elements of rape beyond a reasonable doubt?**
– Forced carnal knowledge and the application of force or intimidation.

3. **Can intimate relations post-rape discredit the rape accusation?**
– Consideration of AAA’s subsequent relationship and its relevance.

4.  **Can the alibi  and denial  raised by Nievera surpass  the positive  testimony of  the
victim?**

**Court’s Decision:**

1. **Sufficiency of Evidence:**
– The SC affirmed that the prosecution’s  evidence was sufficient,  with AAA’s detailed,
consistent testimony and corroborated medico-legal findings.

2. **Existence of Force or Intimidation:**
– The SC found that intimidation was evident through Nievera’s actions and the reported
existence of a weapon. It was stressed that resistance is not required to prove lack of
consent.

3. **Behavior Post-Incident:**
– The SC dismissed Nievera’s arguments regarding AAA’s behavior after the incidents,
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emphasizing the differing reactions of rape victims and the context of cultural conservatism.

4. **Alibi and Denial:**
–  The  SC  ruled  that  Nievera’s  alibi  and  denial  were  weak  compared  to  the  positive
identification and consistent testimony of AAA. The proximity between his claimed location
and the crime scene also made his alibi improbable.

**Doctrine:**

– **Rape Shield Rule:** The victim’s past sexual behavior or predispositions cannot be used
as evidence in rape cases.
– **Resistance Not Necessary:** The absence of resistance does not imply consent; force or
intimidation suffices to prove rape.
– **Deference to Trial Court:** Credibility determinations by the trial court hold significant
weight given their firsthand observation of witness demeanor.

**Class Notes: Key Elements**

1. **Elements of Rape:**
– Carnal knowledge of a woman.
– Accomplished through force, threat, or intimidation.

2.  **Blunt  Force  Penetrating  Trauma:**  Medical  findings  consistent  with  the  victim’s
testimony are critical.

3. **Alibi and Denial:** Weak defenses unless physical impossibility of presence at crime
scene is proven.

4.  **Cultural  Context:**  Understanding  societal  influences  on  victim’s  reactions  and
behavior post-assault.

**Historical Background:**

The case exists within the Philippine legal context where societal values deeply influence
perceptions of sexual crimes. Often, the victim’s credibility and societal prejudice against
reporting rape play crucial roles in judicial considerations. This case exemplifies the legal
challenges  and  societal  hurdles  rape  victims  face,  underscoring  the  importance  of
protecting their dignity and ensuring justice.


